
Minutes meeting 70 LOCNOC (Landelijke en NOVA Onderwijs Commissie) February 15, 2011

Date: Thursday September 30, 2010, 14h00
Location: Utrecht, BBL 2.31
Present: Lex Kaper (chair), Frank Verbunt, Leon Boschman,
Michiel Brentjens, Jörg Horandel,
Lars Einarsen (minutes), Sarka Jiraskova, Ernst Kuiper
Absent: Mariano Mendez, Frank Israel, Peter Barthel, Thijs Coenen, Reynier Peletier

1 Opening / committee membership
The meeting is held in English, the agenda adopted. Lars Einarsen will write the minutes.

2 Announcements
In Utrecht the physics department has to make do with less money and people are talking about removing
the astronomy department. The number of students has dropped from about 20 yr−1 to about 10 yr−1 but
a similar drop has also happened in Leiden. We are not overly worried. The boards of the universities are
making a mess of our relations by making us “steal” students away from other universities.
We thank Peter for all his hard work for the committee. Leon is the replacement for Patrick and will take his
place from now on. We have to keep track that the master/phd ratio stays more or less the same. Since
Lex has to leave since he will become secretary of the Dutch Astronomy Committee, he might be followed
by Anna Watts who at the moment is with maternity leave. Lex will therefore remain for the next meeting
and rotate out afterwards.

3 IAC
Present and future years
Frank Verbunt will be responsible for the course this year. The communication will hopefully be better this
year than last year. We will print out some posters to hang around for promotion. There used to be a script
on how to set up a course like this, but this needs to be found and updated. We could also use the poster
to promote the LOCNOC website.
There has been an evaluation of last year’s course. There were 2 to 3 hours of lecture each week, with
the rest of the time filled with computer exercises. There were problems with the computer systems, since
every university uses its own system. Frank hopes that there will be a “local” who can help translate the
programs to the local computer systems. Frank only knows fortram and pgplot but not C++ or IDL. Frank
also strongly dislikes Mathematica.
The education directors will look for local assistant tutors for consultation if students run into any computer
problems. Frank will send them an email about this. There was some inconclusive discussion about
whether or not it is safe to assume that all students have a laptop. Michiel mentions Python as a different
programming language.
Frank will send an email to find out what programming languages the students are familiar with. The IAC
had a very good (“perfect”) site which had a good course overview.
We should think about the whole concept of the IAC if there is only a very limited interest from the students.
Teachers also want to know the quality of the course. Frank, Jan Hogendijk, T. de Jong and someone else
will teach the course. Frank will do the computer problems.
Teachers (Amina and Eline) for next years course (Cosmology in local galaxies) are unavailable. Binaries
has been mentioned before as a topic. Astro Seismology by Connie Aerts is also a good subject.
Courses with lots of teachers used to work out poorly due to lack of communication, but this year that
wasn’t a problem since the teachers communicated well amongst each other.
Another subject for a future course might be Formation of Galaxies by Leon Koopmans.
Actiepunt: Frank Verbunt will ask Amina, Eline, Connie Aerts and Joop Schaye (spelling?) about teaching
a course
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Evaluation
Not everyone saw the eveluation. It will have to be mailed around. The evaluation forms will have to be
send to Frank Verbunt. Local support for students will make it easier to work outside class hours.

IAC grades
RUG gives only 5 points for the course but this is the normal value for a course for Groningen, just as 7.5
is in Utrecht. As long as there are no problems with this, there is no problem. The course should weigh as
much as a standard master course.

4 Autumn School
Normally Leiden and Groningen follow the stellar courses while the rest is more interested in galactic
courses. This becomes less important due to the influx of foreign students. There were 40 phd students
and last year there were too many applications.
Younger staff members should participate, Anna will teach next year. Reynier wants suggestions for a
second teacher for next year.
Teaching small groups is relatively more work for the teachers but having more choices is better. Practical
exercises should be more important then they are now according to Michiel.
The main point however is not to teach but to meet each other. Omar Körding might also be a suggestion
for a lecture on micro quasars. Richard Bouwers (Leiden) might be available for a galactic course on high
redshift galaxies.
Jarle Brinkman (IAC teacher) might also be an idea. Michiel could give a lecture on cosmis reionization,
but he has never give a full course for students and he might not be in the country at the time.
People were very enthusiastic about last years School.

5 Webpage
We now have a functioning website, Patrick was not very happy when he saw that after all the work he put
in a different site was used. We should send feedback to Lex who can pass it on. Patricks page looks far
more professional than the other one. Lex will mention that we want Patricks layout. We want to host it for
ourselves however and not on Patricks site. It should fall under the NOVA page.
Erik put the page up and showed it to Eline van Disse. Frank will put a link to his course on the site. After
a brief discussion we decide that the minutes should not be on the website but should be available. Heads
of education should be sure to check the links for the LOCNOC site.

6 W.V.T.T.K./ Rondvraag
The VU and UVA will in 2011 start a mutual bachelor course for physics and astronomy students. Students
should be able to switch between the universities. The ICPS (International Conference for Physics Stu-
dents) will be held in the Netherlands in 2012. This might serve as a platform to promote astronomy in the
Netherlands.
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Interacademiale colleges sterrenkunde sinds 1990
——————————————————————-
1990: Röntgen- en gamma-astronomie
1991: Toepassingen van relativiteit in de sterrenkunde
1992: Computational astrophysics
1993: Interstellaire materie
1994: Melkwegstelsels
1995: Waarneem- en reductietechnieken in de sterrenkunde
1996: Accretieschijven
1997: Het vroege heelal
1998: Evolutie van planeten en planetenstelsels
1999: Gravitational lensing
2000: Stappen naar de sterren
2001: Relativistische astrofysica
2002: Stervorming
2003: Het vroege heelal
2004: Geschiedenis van de sterrenkunde
2005: Computational astrophysics
2006: Interferometry
2007: Astrobiology/exoplanets
2008: Astroparticle physics
2009: The physics of GRB afterglows and the nature of their host galaxies
2010: Astronomical databases and the virtual observatory
2011: History of Astronomy
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LOCNOC members: Relevant Contacts:
Mariano Mendez Reynier Peletier (coördinator herfstschool)
Kapteyn Instituut RuG Kapteyn Instituut RuG
mariano@astro.rug.nl peletier@astro.rug.nl

Leon Boschman (student)
Kapteyn Instituut RuG
leon.boschman@gmail.com

Dr. Jörg Hörandel Prof. dr. Paul Groot (O.D.)
Afdeling Sterrenkunde RU Afdeling Sterrenkunde RU
j.horandel@astro.ru.nl pgroot@astro.ru.nl

Sarka Jiraskova (promovendus)
Afdeling Sterrenkunde RU
sarka@astro.ru.nl

Prof. dr. Frank Israel (O.D.)
Sterrenwacht Leiden
israel@strw.leidenuniv.nl

Ernst Kuiper (promovendus)
Sterrenwacht Leiden
kuiper@strw.leidenuniv.nl

Prof. dr. Lex Kaper (voorzitter, O.D.)
Instituut Anton Pannekoek UvA & VU
l.kaper@uva.nl

Thijs Coenen
Instituut Anton Pannekoek UvA
T.Coenen@uva.nl

Prof. dr. Frank Verbunt (coördinator IAC, O.D.)
Sterrenkundig Instituut UU
f.w.m.verbunt@uu.nl

Lars Einarsen (student, secretary)
Sterrenkundig Instituut UU
lars@einarsen.nl

Dr. Michiel Brentjens
ASTRON
brentjens@astron.nl
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